Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In a communicating system peers communicate asynchronously through messages. If the computations performed by the peers are disregarded and only the sequences of messages sent and received are considered, the system becomes a system of communicating FSMs with a semantics defined by the traces of sent messages. In addition, only those traces may be taken into account in which all sent messages have also been received.

Such a trace semantics can be defined in various ways using channels organised as FIFO queues for each pair of peers \[[@CR6]\] or just for each receiver \[[@CR1]\]. Alternatively, channels may be organised as multisets \[[@CR8]\]. Naturally, one may also consider the possibility of messages being lost \[[@CR7]\]. The *synchronisability* problem for such communicating systems is to decide whether the traces remain the same, if a rendez-vous synchronisation of sending and receiving of messages is considered. This was proven to be undecidable in general \[[@CR9]\]. The picture changes in the presence of *choreographies* which prescribe the rendez-vous synchronisation \[[@CR2]\]. In this case the peers are projections of a choreography, and synchronisability becomes *realisability* of the given choreography. Recently it was shown that in this case the rendez-vous composition of the projected peers coincides with the choreography, and *language synchronisability* based only on the message traces concides with *synchronisability* based in addition on the stable configurations reached \[[@CR10]\]. This further enabled the characterisation of realisability of choreographies by two necessary conditions on a communication choreography, which together are sufficient.

A constructive Event-B-based approach to develop realisable choreographies and consequently communicating systems was brought up in \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. The general idea is to exploit construction operators, by means of which realisable choreographies can be built out of a primitive base \[[@CR11]\]. This already contains a hint on the sufficient conditions used in the associated proofs that were conducted using Rodin \[[@CR3]\]. As the sufficiency proof in \[[@CR10]\] removes some unnecessary assumptions, this approach becomes general. More importantly, the necessity of the conditions shows that all choreography-defined communicating systems can be obtained in this way. *In this paper we continue this route and show that also the necessity proof for realisable choreographies can be supported by Event-B and Rodin. This further gives us means for repairing choreographies.*

The remainder of this article is organised as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} is dedicated to theoretical foundations, where we review the fundamental definitions around peer-to-peer (P2P) systems and choreographies as well as the theory of realisable choreographies developed in \[[@CR10]\]. Different to previous work we concentrate only on the most restrictive composition using a single message queue per peer. In Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} we briefly review our previous work on the Event-B-based construction of choreography-defined P2P systems with a slight extension of the Rodin-based proofs based on our newer insights. Section [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} is the core of this paper emphasising the necessary conditions for realisable choreographies and the Rodin-based proof. We conclude with a brief summary and outlook in Sect. [5](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}.

Theoretical Background of Realisable Choreographies {#Sec2}
===================================================

Let *M* and *P* be finite, disjoint sets, elements of which are called *messages* and *peers*, respectively. Each message $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Composition of Peers {#Sec3}
--------------------

A composition of a P2P system over *M* and *P* will be another automaton, the alphabet of which will be either *M* or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Choreography-Defined P2P Systems {#Sec4}
--------------------------------
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There is a close relationship between rendez-vous compositions and choreography-defined P2P systems. In \[[@CR10]\] we proved that each choreography $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For choreography-defined P2P systems the synchronisability problem is much simpler than in the general case. In \[[@CR10]\] we proved that a choreography-defined P2P system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Therefore, we may focus only on language-synchronisability: if a trace is accepted, then it will be accepted in a stable configuration. We may also identify the rendez-vous composition with the given choreography. Therefore, a choreography $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Characterisation of Realisability {#Sec5}
---------------------------------

The main result from \[[@CR10]\] states that there are two necessary conditions for realisability, which together are sufficient. The sequence condition expresses that if two messages appear in a sequence, the sender of the second message must coincide with either the sender or the receiver of the preceding message. The choice condition expresses that if there is a choice of continuation with two different messages, then these messages must have the same sender.
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### Theorem 1 {#FPar1}
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Correctness by Construction {#Sec6}
===========================

We now address the construction of realisable choreographies. For this we will first introduce several composition operators in Subsect. [3.1](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. We can easily define conditions on the constructors to ensure that all choreographies obtained by composition will satisfy the choice and sequence conditions and thus are realisable by Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. However, following \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\] we will actually redo the (sufficiency) proof using specifications of the constructors in Event-B and the Rodin prover.

Composition Operators {#Sec7}
---------------------

In the following we use the notation *CP* to refer to a choreography, and we add indices to distinguish different choreographies, whenever the need arises. Without loss of generality we also introduce distinguished final states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 1 {#FPar2}
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### Definition 2 {#FPar3}
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### Definition 3 {#FPar4}

**(Loop Composition).** Given a choreography $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Clearly, according to Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} we must require that in a sequence the sender of the added message equals the sender or receiver of any message associated with a transition to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Correctness Proof {#Sec8}
-----------------

We use Event-B to prove the correctness of the compositions thereby giving an alternative Rodin-based proof of Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. An Event-B model (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) is defined to encode this incremental process.Table 1.An excerpt of the LTS_model.

Once initialisation (*INITIALISATION*) is performed, three events ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this context (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), we introduce using sets and constants, the whole basic definitions of messages, choreography states, basic choreographies (i.e. choreographies with a single transition as used in the definitions of the composition operators), etc. A set of axioms is used to define the relevant properties of these definitions. For example, in Axiom *axm*1, a choreography *CP* is defined as a set of transitions with a source and target state, a message and a source and target peers. Axiom $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly, to define the choice condition, in Axioms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The correctness proof rebuilds the three decisive parts of the proof of Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}: It shows that the trace language of the choreography coincides with the one of the rendez-vous composition of its projected peers. This property was called *equivalence* in earlier work \[[@CR2]\].It shows the language synchronisability between the rendez-vous composition and the mailbox composition, which was referred to as *synchonisability* in \[[@CR2]\].It shows that all accepted sequence of messages of the mailbox composition system are accepted in a state, where the mailboxes are empty. This property was called *well-formedness* in earlier work \[[@CR2]\].

Completeness Proof: A Correct-by-Construction Approach with Event-B {#Sec9}
===================================================================

To prove that all the choreographies *CP* built using the previously defined events, encoding the composition operators, we rely on refinement offered by Event-B. As indicated above we can decomposed the realisability property into three properties, namely *equivalence*, *synchronisability* and *well-formedness*. The Event-B context in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} defines these properties.Table 3.An excerpt of the LTS_SYNC_CONTEXT.

Each property is formalised by a set of choreographies satisfying the corresponding property. These definitions use the rendez-vous composition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An Event-B Context for the Realisability Property {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------

The definition of the state-transitions system corresponding to the synchronous projection is given by the set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Refinement {#Sec11}
----------

We exploit the characterisation of realisability by three properties in a refinement strategy, which establishes the necessity step-by-step. These properties are introduced as invariants and inductively proven for each composition operator (sequence, choice and loop). That is, two refinements of the initial machine of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} are defined:The first refinement introduces the equivalence property by defining the (synchronous) rendez-vous projection of the initial choreography *CP*.Synchronisability and well-formedness properties are proven in the second refinement.

Below we present a sketch of this development focusing on the definition of the sequence operator. The complete development can be accessed from <http://yamine.perso.enseeiht.fr/ABZ2020EventBModels.pdf>.Table 4.An excerpt of the LTS_Synchronous_model.

**First Refinement: Equivalence.** The first refinement introduces the synchronous projection of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$BUILT\_$$\end{document}$ *SYNC* in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}.
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                \begin{document}$$Add\_Seq$$\end{document}$ or sequence operator (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}) refines the same event of the root model of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. It introduces the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Second Refinement: Synchronisability and Well-Formedness.** The second refinement introduces the asynchronous projection with sending and receiving peers actions.Table 5.An excerpt of the LTS_Asynchronous_model.

Well-formedenss and synchronisability remain to be proven in order to complete realisability preservation. At this level each event corresponding to a composition operator is refined by three events: one to handle sending of messages ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Add\_seq$$\end{document}$ event. Queues are introduced as well.

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} defines these events. Sending and receiving events are interleaved in an asynchronous manner. Once a pair of send and receive events has been triggered, the event $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Add\_Seq\_send\_receive$$\end{document}$ records that the emission-reception is completed. This event increases the number of received messages (Action *act*5). Traces are updated accordingly by the events, they are used for proving the invariants.

Completeness Proof {#Sec12}
------------------

The proof of completeness consists in proving a choreography is realisable if and only if it is built using the defined composition operators. The Rodin-based proofs exploits that realisability can be equivalently expressed by *equivalence*, *synchronisability* and *well-formedness*. Note that the proof strategy with the sufficiency and necessity parts is quite similar, as the same development and refinement steps are used in both cases. The main difference resides in the definition of two invariants, which correspond to each direction of the implication corresponding to the necessity and sufficiency conditions.

**Sufficiency.** Sufficiency consists in proving that, if a choreography is built using the defined composition operator, then it is realisable. This property has been proven by proving the invariants described in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6.An excerpt of sufficient model invariants.

These invariants state that for each *CP* built using the composition operators, the obtained *CP* fulfils *Equivalence*, *Synchronisability* and *WF* by set belonging property. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} introduces the *equivalence* property through invariant inv_1.a. The invariant requires equivalence between a CP and its synchronous projection. inv_1.b and inv_1.c introduce respectively the *synchronisability* and *well-formedness* properties.

**Necessity.** Necessity consists in proving that if a *CP* is realisable, then it is built using the defined composition operator.

This property has been established by proving the invariants described in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. Invariant inv2.a states that any *CP*belonging to the *equivalence* set is a peer to peer *CP*, inv2.b states that any synchronisable *CP* belongs to the set of built *CP* and finally inv2.c states that all the well formed *CP* exchanging the ending message is built at the asynchronous level.Table 7.An excerpt of necessary and sufficient model invariants. Table 8.Rodin proofs statisticsEvent-B modelInteractive proofsAutomatic proofsProof ObligationsAbstract context06 (100%)0 (0%)06 (100%)Synchronous context02 (100%)0 (0%)02 (100%)Asynchronous context01 (33,33%)02 (66,67%)03 (100%)Abstract model28 (58,33%)20 (41,67%)48 (100%)Synchronous model43 (41,34%)61 (58,65%)104 (100%)Asynchronous model81 (41,32%)115 (58,67%)196 (100%)Total161 (100%)198 (100%)359 (100%)

**Proof Statistics.** Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} gives the results of our experiments. We can observe that all the proof obligations (POs) have been proved. A large amount of these POs has been proved automatically using the different provers associated to the Rodin platform. Interactive proofs of POs required to combine some interactive deduction rules and the automatic provers of Rodin. Few steps were required in most of the cases, and a maximum of 15 steps was reached.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

In this article we extended the Event-B-based approach to the construction of realisable choreographies \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\] based on recent new insights into choreography-defined P2P systems. In \[[@CR10]\] we proved that under the presence of a choreography that prescribes the rendez-vous synchronisation of the peers there are two necessary conditions on realisable choreographies which together guarantee realisability. A consequence is decidability of realisability in the presence of a choreography. We removed unnecessary assumptions in the Event-B-based proofs and extended them to cover also necessity of the conditions. In doing so we demonstrated the power of the Rodin tool. All the models are accessible through <http://yamine.perso.enseeiht.fr/ABZ2020EventBModels.pdf>.

Naturally, using Event-B in this context provides an open invitation for a refinement-based approach taking choreographies to communicating systems that do not just emphasise the flow of messages. As we are now able to detect violations of a necessary condition, it allows us to find minimal repairs to the choreography to restore realisability. Such repairs have to be validated by a designer. In addition, we need a systematic investigation of refinements based on Event-B. In this context an analysis of the realisation of the messaging channels is due, for which we expect the most natural semantics using mailboxes to be the simplest to be realised. This refinement method provides an open invitation for the continuation of this research towards a verifiable method for the specification and refinement of correct P2P systems.
